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ABSTRACT
High-mass BBH events like GW190521 may appear similar to BH encounters in current detectors. Here we show that, with appropriate
injections, the encounter can be inferred to credible posterior using BBH templates. Therefore, this possibility should be considered for
future GW events that lack the inspiral portion. Also we give a prospect of a fast machine learning method to point out the indication.
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We performed PE run on the encounters with BBH-like
posteriors by Bilby, during which non-spinning and spinning
BBH templates are adopted. Then we injected BBH using
medians of samples to see how BBH mimic BH encounter. Bayes
𝐻spinning
Factor
shows that spinning BBH template models

Figure 1: Typical BH encounter and BBH signals. BBH forms from a 10𝑀⊙ − 10𝑀⊙ binary. BH
encounter forms from a binary with total mass of 150 𝑀⊙ , and mass-ratio 𝑞 of 8. The distances are both
20 Mpc. The orbital of BBH system lost energy during inspiral phase and get circularized before merger,
while BH encounter’s keeps high eccentricity due to lack of long inspiral phase.

Table 1: Injections of the black hole encounter
waveform. The merging parabolic waveforms (2017
Yeong-Bok Bae et. al.) are chosen with mass-ratio
𝑞 of 1,2,4,8,16, each of which has 100 injections.
The sky locations are uniformly distributed
a. For 𝑞 = 1, 𝑑𝐿 = 15; for 𝑞 = 2, 𝑑𝐿 = 10; for 𝑞 =
{4,8}, 𝑑𝐿 = 5; for 𝑞 = 16, 𝑑𝐿 = 1.5.
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the data better. We expect that VItamin can quickly give an
indication of BH encounter GW event being misclassified as BBH,

through the distribution of J-S divergence, while this still needs a
large-scale PE run in the future work.

Table 3: Injections and optimal SNRs of BH encounter signals with a
BBH-like posterior. For each waveform we select at least one injection.
Figure 3:
Posterior
distributions
of
parameters for BH encounter
Signal No.1, which looks quite
similar to a high-mass BBH.
The numbers listed at the top
of
each
1D
marginal
distribution are the median
and 95% credible interval. The
analysis takes a non-spinning
BBH model, IMRPhenomPv2,
while results from spinning
BBH
model
is
more
complicated and inconvenient
to be displayed here.

VITAMIN SEARCH
VItamin is a neural network pre-trained on BBH signals. We
used it to produce Bayesian estimates for large scale BH
encounter sets quickly (~20 seconds for one signal, while a typical
Bayesian inference takes ~5 hours) and looked for BBH-like
posteriors.
𝑛𝐵𝐵𝐻−𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑒 posteriors
For waveforms with mass-ratio 𝑞 of 1,2,4,8,16,
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Table 2: Priors of VItamin. The spins are fixed
at zero. ψ and ϕ are both marginalized.

Figure 4:
J-S Divergence for BBH and BH encounter. 𝐽𝑆𝐷𝐵𝐵𝐻 = 0.103, 𝐽𝑆𝐷𝐵𝐻 encounter = 0.226.
This may indicate that BH encounters usually have a higher JSD between Bilby and VItamin
sampler, which can be an indication to distinguish them from BBHs.

FUTURE WORKS
Figure 2:
The BBH-like posterior distributions of parameters for
BH encounter Signal given by VItamin. Due to the
wrong template, VItamin gets confused about most
BH encounter signals and then more likely returns an
unstable and meaningless posterior.
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• Application of IMRPhenomXHM model
• Large scale PE run for full-sky search
• Addition of spins parameter space for VItamin

